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•Easy to draw a crowd

•“Favorable” political atmosphere

•Awareness of global environmental problems

•A desire by volunteers to do something, somehow, somewhere

•Plant anything anywhere

•Numbers, numbers, numbers
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The '90s

•Clearer understanding of importance of right tree for the right place

•Greater emphasis on ownership and maintenance

•Backing away from quantity
To avoid burnout of staff
More thoughtful, strategic planting
More emphasis on tree care

•Which leads to fewer meaningful, hands-on opportunities for
volunteers

•Other choices for volunteer community at growing number of
organizations

•Volunteers disperse elsewhere
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The '00s

•Global warming awareness again creating a desire to do something.  And
this time not just among members of the more environmentally aware
public, but with all parts of all public and private sectors

•Opportunities for partnerships across organizations, with businesses and
corporations, with city agencies and governments.

•But at the same time, urban forestry has become more complex as we
further consider strategic tree planting, air & water issues, wrong trees
planted in wrong places

•Dispersed, fractured environmental movement

•Danger of being so strategic that you freeze up, start to think "up" at a
policy level, forgetting volunteers, who need something meaningful at a
grassroots level to do if they're to remain active and a vital part of your work
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TreePeople and Community Forestry

After a decade of “riding to the rescue,” and several years of introspection
following the “success” of the 1984 Million Tree Campaign, TreePeople
created Citizen Forestry in 1987, which put responsibility on volunteer
leaders.

Projects were thought up and lead by volunteers, and owned by the
surrounding community.

TreePeople was responsible for inspiring, training and supporting.

Slower and more methodical than sending out crews to plan trees.  But
survival rate was over 90 percent, and environmental literacy of public
increased.

Teach a man to fish………

…..and you can make his horse drink

…..or something
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Citizen Forestry

•Tree projects originated in each community, with residents/users of
that community.  “Self-selection” determined projects.

•Trees were planted and cared for by that community.

•The trees were wanted.

•The trees were owned.

•The trees survived.
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Citizen Forester Training

Representatives from communities learned through a five-week training:

•Forming a local team
•Fund raising
•Homeowner signatures
•Publicity

•Enlisting involvement of neighbors/future tree owners
•Finding resources to pay for the project
•Gaining consensus from community on choosing right species for the right
places
•Working with appropriate agencies to obtain permits and permissions.
Always working within the system.
•Purchasing best available tree stock from local nurseries
•Organizing planting day

•Volunteers
•City officials
•Food

•Leading planting day with TreePeople staff support
•Assuring ongoing maintenance of the trees



Then what the heck do you do??

•Training

•Site visit

•Support via phone and email

•Day of planting support, with tools and other trained
volunteers, including Planting Supervisors trained by
TreePeople as weekly support
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Disadvantages

•Slower than sending out crews

•Self-selection causes “popcorn effect” – plantings pop up here and there,
without a strategic focus on where trees might be needed most

•Not every neighborhood has the time resources to devote to such a
project

•As soon as marketing and outreach for Citizen Forestry slows down, so
do the number of projects.  It’s a concept that needs to be sold

•Not as seemingly “heroic”
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•Trainings bring together community representatives from around the
county, introducing people who’d never meet otherwise, allowing for
exchange of diverse ideas

•Less impact on staff
•Can supply support to multiple projects at a time.
•Large plantings can be implemented with only 1 – 2 staff members
•Every weekend in the planting season delivers as many as 4 – 5
planting projects

•Community is created and strengthened
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Advantages

•Tree advocates are created. After all this work, Citizen Foresters and
their teams understand and appreciate the value of trees.

•City is seen as a partner, creating allies when allies will be needed

•Citizen Foresters and their teams are seen as dedicated, educated,
serious about their communities, which earns them the respect and
attention of politicians and city agencies

•Trees have owners, who understand fully the work it takes to get them
into the ground and maintained.



The trees live!!
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Citizen Forestry was an instant success

Soon came Campus Forestry, dedicated to the particular issues
involved in school plantings

Then Tree Care, with its team of volunteer Tree Care Supervisors

More recently, Park Foresters

Mountain Forestry and Fruit Tree Program continue
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•Teaches  parents, teachers and  students how to take responsibility for
greening campuses

•“Green Teams” are formed, consisting of parents and teachers, or students
at high school level, who design and implement the project

•Like neighborhood plantings, the team roles include publicity, fundraising,
volunteer organizing, etc.
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Campus Forestry

•Schoolyard Explorers
•A classroom curriculum that leads students through a mapping of their
campuses, allowing them to contribute to the landscaping plan

•Every child has a chance to participate in the planting of trees, adopting
trees for later tree care responsibilities

•The kids are fully trusted to plant and watch over the trees, creating
ownership.

•No one is too young or too old to plant a tree.







•The trees survive!!





Lessons learned:

Very careful to avoid “adoption” of schools by outsiders

“Gifted” trees, planted by well-meaning weekend volunteers who
swoop in and swoop out without connecting with local community, don’t
have owners and don’t survive

Educational and community-building opportunities are lost



TreePeople in the ‘00s

•How to grow without losing core values
•How does an organization known for support grow without
losing contact with volunteers?

•Regionalization
•An attempt to counteract the “popcorn effect” by focusing all
programs on a particular, in-need region of the city
•But how to do that without doing it “for” the communities?

•Million Tree Campaign
•How do you participate in a citywide campaign, while not
forgetting lessons learned in earlier campaigns?



What I’ve learned in 20 years



Keep the volunteers busy



But busy with real work



Respect them

Support them

Give them challenging work

Ask them to do just a bit more than you’re comfortable
asking

Feed them

Stay in contact with them

And for gosh sake, remember their names



Have fun while doing serious work



Don’t keep your work a secret



Jim Summers
Greener Communities

jimsummers@greenercommunities.net


